On a recognition test, stimuli originally encoded in the context of shock threat show an enhanced late parietal positivity during later recognition compared to stimuli encoded during safety, particularly for emotionally arousing stimuli. The present study investigated whether this ERP old/new effect is further influenced when a threat context is reinstated during the recognition test. ERPs were measured in a yesno recognition test for words rated high or low in emotional arousal that were encoded and recognized in the context of cues that signaled threat of shock or safety. Correct recognition of words encoded under threat, irrespective of reinstatement, was associated with an enhanced old-new ERP difference (500-700 ms; centro-parietal), and this difference was only reliable for emotionally arousing words. Taken together, the data suggest that information processed in a stressful context are associated with better recollection on later recognition, an effect that was not modulated by reinstating the stressful context at retrieval.
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Introduction
Anticipating the presentation of an aversive event such as electric shock not only activates measurable defensive reactions, such as skin conductance elevation, startle reflex potentiation and cardiac deceleration (Bradley, Moulder, & Lang, 2005; Bradley, Silakowski, & Lang, 2008; Grillon, Ameli, Woods, Merikangas, & Davis, 1991; Grillon & Davis, 1995; Melzig, Michalowski, Holtz, & Hamm, 2008) , but also impacts later memory for items encoded under threat. For instance, when participants are informed at encoding that they will be shocked if an item is later forgotten, items processed under threat of shock are better recognized than items not encoded under threat (Murty, LaBar, & Adcock, 2012) . Measuring ERPs at recognition, we found that participants who incidentally encoded words under threat of shock showed an enhanced late parietal ERP old/new difference during later recognition, compared to words encoded in the context of safety (Weymar, Bradley, Hamm, & Lang, 2013) , suggesting better recollection (Rugg & Curran, 2007; Voss & Paller, 2008) . Interestingly, this ERP difference was most reliable for emotional words encoded under threat, suggesting that threat of shock specifically facilitates recollection of emotional stimuli.
Some evidence suggests that events are better remembered when the original learning environment is reinstated at test, compared to when testing occur in a different environmental context (Smith & Vela, 2001) . For instance, rats show better memory in a maze if the room lights are the same during test and learning (Carr, 1917) . In humans, evidence suggests that the external environment (Godden & Baddeley, 1975; Smith, Glenberg, & Bjork, 1978) , pharmacological state (Eich, 1980) , mood state (Bower, Monteiro, & Gilligan, 1978) , level of arousal (Clark, Milberg, & Ross, 1984) , and posture (Rand & Wapner, 1967) can be salient contextual cues. Effects of contextual cues at retrieval are assumed to reflect the fact that focal stimuli are associated with incidental background cues and the presence of these contextual cues at test facilitates episodic retrieval (Smith, 1994; Smith & Vela, 2001 ). The present study investigated the role of reinstating a threat context during later recognition. Specifically, we tested whether the enhanced old/new ERP difference previously found for words encoded during shock threat is further enhanced when the recognition test is also conducted under threat of shock.
Previous ERP memory studies have reported multiple old/new differences (larger positivity for correctly recognized items compared to correctly rejected new items) during recognition. An early (300-500 ms) frontal old/new difference has been linked to familiarity-based recognition (Rugg & Curran, 2007) and a later occuring (>500 ms) centro-parietal old/new effect has been related to explicit recollection, as it is largest for correct source and remember judgments (e.g., Düzel, Yonelinas, Mangun, Heinze,
